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In Situ Observation of Point-Defect-Induced Unit-Cell-Wise
Energy Storage Pathway in Antiferroelectric PbZrO3
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and Joachim Mayer
and good reliability, are receiving a great
deal of attention for their potential applications in electronic devices and electrical power systems.[1] Towards further
improving the recoverable energy density
Ue = ∫ EdP (Figure 1a), two complementary approaches are mainly implemented
so far: the macroscopic one by developing
novel material design strategies such as
polymorphic nanodomain[2] and grain-orientation-engineered multilayers,[3] and the
microscopic one by unveiling the energystorage pathway and mechanism.[4,5] Obviously, in situ revealing the energy-storage
pathway provides a fundamental perspective to elaborate the structure–property
relationship. Nevertheless, the ultrafast
charging and discharging processes, completed in milliseconds or less, in traditional parallel-plate capacitors (Figure 1a)
bring great challenges to capture the transient transition between different phase
states.[6–8]
Different from linear and ferroelectric (FE) dielectrics,[2,9]
antiferroelectrics (AFEs) such as PbZrO3 offer an appropriate
prototype for unveiling the microscopic scale energy-storage
process given its inherent coupling with the AFE-to-FE phase
transition.[10–13] On the one hand, it is reported that the illumination electron beam in transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) may act as an external stimulus to slow down the excitation and image the structural phase transition in real time.[14,15]
This endows a possibility of probing the storage process of
energy through atomic-resolution TEM imaging (Figure 1a).
On the other hand, the small critical thickness (≈6.5 nm) provides a favorable condition for resolving the structural order
parameters,[16,17] for example, tilting of oxygen octahedra,[18,19]
and dynamically tracking their evolution during the AFE-toFE transition. In addition, we find that the remnant polarization (Pr), ranging from ≈2.5 to 8.3 µC cm−2 in the polarization–electric field (P–E) double-hysteresis loop (Figure 1a and
Figure S1, Supporting Information), is ubiquitous in pure and
doped PbZrO3,[12,20–22] AgNbO3, and NaNbO3.[23–25] As a factor
of reducing the Ue, the inescapable Pr, irrelevant to antiparallel
cation shifts with either complete or partial offset, motivates
us to find out its relationship with the ubiquitous structural
defects, for example, point and planar defects.[26–28]
Here, based on excitation of illumination electron
beam,[14,29,30] we investigate in situ the impact of oxygenlead-vacancy-induced defect structure on phase transitions of

Phase transition is established to govern electrostatic energy storage for antiferroelectric (AFE)-type dielectric capacitors. However, the source of inducing
the phase transition and the pathway of storing the energy remains elusive
so far given the ultrafast charging/discharging process under normal working
conditions. Here, by slowing down the phase-transition speed using electronbeam irradiation as an external stimulus, the in situ dynamic energy-storage
process in AFE PbZrO3 is captured by using atomic-resolution transmission
electron microscopy. Specifically, it is found that oxygen-lead-vacancy-induced
defect core acts as a seed to initiate the antiferrodistortive-to-ferrodistortive
transition in antiparallel-Pb-based structural frames. Associated with polarity
evolution of the compressively strained defect core, the ferroelectric (FE)–
ferrodistortive state expands bilaterally along the b-axis direction and then
develops into charged domain configurations during the energy-storage
process, which is further evidenced by observations at the ordinary FE states.
With filling the gap of perception, the findings here provide a straightforward
approach of unveiling the unit-cell-wise energy storage pathway in chemical
defect-engineered dielectric ceramics.

1. Introduction
Dielectric capacitors, characteristic of ultrafast charging/discharging rate, high energy-storage density, voltage endurance,
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Figure 1. a) Schematic hysteresis loop at E ≥ 0 with annotation of the recoverable energy-storage density Ue (green area) and coercive fields EC1 and
EC2. In real situations, the nonzero remnant polarization Pr at E = 0 usually broadens the linear region of the P–E loop. b) Typical capacitor geometry for
electric-field biasing experiments. c) Illustration of electron-beam illumination as a stimulus for exciting and recording the structural phase transition.
d) Crystal structure of AFE PbZrO3 viewed along [001]O direction. The black arrows and zeros and line segments (red and green) characterize the AFD
tilting of oxygen octahedra along the x/[100]O and y/[010]O direction, respectively. The empty yellow arrows denote antiparallel Pb shifts. e) Dark-field
TEM image of PbZrO3 recorded along [001]O with annotation of vacancy induced structural defects (red circles). f) Corresponding selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) pattern taken along [001]O direction.

PbZrO3 during energy storage in an image-corrected TEM.
By simultaneously imaging light oxygen anions and heavy
cations using negative spherical-aberration imaging (NCSI)
technique,[17,31,32] our time-resolved dynamic study reveals that
with retention of antiparallel Pb displacements, the vacancydriven defect structure triggers an antiferrodistortive-to-ferrodistortive (AFD-to-FD) state transition in a stripe manner
with variable width at unit-cell-wise level. Along with vanishing antiparallel Pb displacements, the FE/FD state instantly
transforms into ordinary FE states. During the charge storage
process, we also found presence and density increase of metastable charged domain walls. Our findings present a unit-cellscale energy-storage pathway, which offers a strategy to expose
atomic-scale energy storage process and structure–property
relation in dielectric energy materials.

2. Results and Discussion
It is known that the orthorhombic AFE PbZrO3 (space group
Pbam) is characteristic of antiparallel Pb shifts along [100]O direction and antiphase rotations of oxygen octahedra along [210]O
and [210]O direction (a–a–c0 in Glaser’s notation).[33,34] As viewed
along [001]O direction, the oxygen atoms therefore undergo
(0 ↑ 0 ↓) and (0 ↓ 0 ↑) shift behavior along y/[010]O direction
and (0 ← 0 →) behavior along x/[100]O direction (Figure 1a and
Figure S2a, Supporting Information). By carrying out thermal
annealing treatments, that is, heating the specimen to a temperature slightly above TC (≈500 K) and then cooling it down
to room temperature, oxygen and Pb vacancies are successfully introduced into the lamella specimen (see Experimental
Section). Observation of the intrinsic translational boundaries
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(dark-contrast straight lines in Figure 1a) and the structural
modulation feature (Figure 1a) clearly evidence that the AFE
phase is well maintained after the thermal treatment, where the
lattice parameter ratio is measured as bAF/2aAF = 0.995.
In our experiments, a series of atomic-resolution TEM images
were recorded from a vacancy-accumulating region using the
NCSI technique along [001]O direction (Figure 2a). From a magnified central region of the initial AFE state (t = −5 s), we see that
peak intensities of some oxygen columns (yellow dashed circles) are clearly reduced, which are accompanied with contrast
enhancement of nearby Pb columns (green dashed squares,
Figure 2a). By constructing different structural models, either
surface or probability one, our multislice-based image simulations indicate that the oxygen and Pb vacancies, with reduction
and increment on peak intensity, tend to locate on surfaces of
the specimen (Figure 2a,d and Figure S3, Supporting Information). Through fitting peak positions of atomic columns using
a 2D Gaussian function,[35] our mapping reveals a dislocationfree defect core, which is characteristic of vortex-like polar displacements of oxygen against centers of nearest-neighboring Zr
columns (Figure 2a). Accordingly, a self-compensated polarization (PS) configuration is formed inside the defect core, which
resembles the topological domain states of BaTiO3 as the FE
nanorods are embedded in a SrTiO3 matrix.[36,37]
Apart from breaking the AFD order of oxygen octahedra, we
notice that the antiparallel Pb displacements near the defect
core are also partially modified (Figure 2a and Figure S4a, Supporting Information). To understand the corresponding structural change, we further analyze local lattice deformation near
the defect core using geometric phase analysis (GPA).[38] Referring to a region near the defect core, we see from the exx map
that point vacancies lead to local lattice expansion along [100]O
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 2. a) Atomic-resolution TEM image of the initial AFE phase (t = −5 s) along [001]O direction. The white dashed polygon, red solid lines, and
yellow arrows denote the defect core, centrosymmetric oxygen sites, and antiparallel Pb shifts, respectively. b) Enlarged view of the vacancy-containing
defect core. c,d) Simulated images of ideal (left panels) and vacancy-containing (middle panels) PbZrO3 structure and their difference (right panels)
for specimens with thickness = 10.2 nm and defocus = 8.5 nm. The vacancy concentration at specific columns is VO = VPb = 16%. e) Map of oxygen
displacements near the defect core. f) Pb shifts along the x//[100]O and y//[010]O directions as a function of distance along y direction. g–i) Strain maps
of exx, eyy, and lattice rotation (rotxy) and point vacancy distribution overlaid on the TEM images, respectively. The white arrows denote the polarization
direction within the defect core.

direction, which compresses the nearby vacancy-free regions
(Figure 2a–i). In sharp contrast, evident lattice deformation was
not observed from the eyy map. From the exy and rotxy maps, we
see a dramatic shear strain and lattice rotation near the defect
core, which can be attributed to the structural change caused by
atomic polar displacements.
Starting from the initial AFE state, we see that during irradiation of the electron beam, the self-compensated defect core
(≈2 nm in diameter) evolves into a dynamic polar structure with
local destruction of the antiparallel Pb arrangements (Figure 3a–
d and Figure S4b–d, Supporting Information). Meanwhile, the
defect core initiates an AFD-to-FD transition in a stripe region
with width of ≈bAF along x direction, which is characterized by
y-direction transformation of oxygen shifts from (0 ↓ 0 ↑)/(0 ↑
0 ↓) in the AFD state to (0 ↓ ↑ ↑)/(0 ↑ ↓ ↓) in the FD-I state.[14]
Herein, the zeros “0” marked by red solid line denote oxygen
atoms locating at the centrosymmetric positions. This reveals
that polar distortion occurs to the oxygen octahedral in the FD
state, which generates a polarization with PS ≈ 3 µC cm−2 that
essentially runs along [100]O direction according to previous
TEM measurement[14] (Figure S2b, Supporting Information). As
the irradiation time increases to t = 20 s, the FD-I state expands
in unit-cell wise along y direction, which is accompanied with
dynamic size change of the defect core.
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Clearly, the presence of net polarization in the AFE/AFDto-FE/FD transition is attributed to storage of electrostatic
energy from the electron beam. At t = 35 s, the defect core further induces a new FD-II state. With retaining the FD-I state
polarization orientation, the FD-II state is characterized by
(0 ↓ ↓ ↑)/(0 ↑ ↑ ↓) oxygen shifts along y direction (Figure 3a
and Figure S5a,b, Supporting Information). Accompanied with
the structural transition, the polarization forms a partial offset
configuration inside the defect core to lower the local electrostatic energy.[32] More interestingly, through reversing the
x-direction shift but not the y-direction shift of oxygen, the FD-I
state transforms into a new FD-III state, which corresponds to
PS reversal from [ 1 00]O to [100]O direction. This reveals that the
energy storage is accompanied with formation of charged FD
domain walls (Figure 3a,g and Figure S5c, Supporting Information). Under continuous irradiation of the electron beam,
the injected energy dynamically propagates to nearby regions
through motion and density increase of the FD domain walls,
which lie in (100)O, (210)O, and (210)O crystal planes and their
width is about one octahedral unit.
Besides changes of the structural order parameters, the
lattice parameters from the displayed image area are measured as a function of irradiation time. At the AFE state with
t < 0 s, the average lattice parameters are aAF ≈ 0.5813 nm,
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 3. a–g) Evolution of phase and domain structures (yellow, red, green, and purple shadows) near the defect core (cyan region) as a function
of electron-beam irradiation time. The polarization (PS, yellow thick arrows) in the FD states and defect core is determined by mapping oxygen shifts
against centers of nearest-neighboring Zr columns (see Figure S5, Supporting Information). The (red, green) solid lines and the (white, blue) arrows
highlight the characteristic oxygen displacements along y direction. The yellow thin arrows in (a) and (g) denote antiparallel Pb shifts in the AFD and FD
states. The white dashed rectangle denotes the AFE unit cell. The yellow and blue dashed lines in (f,g) denote the tail-to-tail and head-to-head charged
FE domain walls. h) Evolution of lattice parameters and volume (V = aAF × bAF × cAF/4) as a function of electron-beam irradiation time.

bAF/2 ≈ 0.5914 nm and thus the lattice ratio is bAF/2aAF ≈ 1.024.
Referring to the value measured from the SAED pattern,
these values of local lattice parameters reveal that the point
vacancies near the defect core distort the unit cells at nanometer scale. At t > 0 s, the aAF axis slightly increases until t = 40 s
and the bAF axis continuously decreases (Figure 3a). As a result,
the ratio is reduced to bAF/2aAF = 1.022. Since the PS of the FD
phase is essentially running along x direction,[14] the reduced
lattice ratio (at t > 0 s) supports the polarization–strain coupling
relation[39] and favors the AFD-to-FD transition. Assuming cAF
axis is a constant with cAF/2 = 4.113 Å, it can be seen that this
phase transition leads to expansion of the unit-cell volume
at the initial stage, which is 0.26% at the maximum. Around
t ≈ 50 s, we see that the aAF axis decreases and the unit-cell
volume is compressed by about −0.24%. This can be attributed
to presence of the head-to-head dipole configuration across the
nearly 180° charged domain walls in the FD phase,[40] which
take a larger proportion in this local region (Figure 3f,g).
First-principles calculations on PbZrO3 have revealed that the
difference in ground-state energy is remarkably small between
the FE rhombohedral-like (FERL) and AFE orthorhombic phases.
Of particular interest is that compressive strain obviously favors
formation of the FERL phase.[41,42] Being consistent with the calculation result, our GPA analysis reveals that the defect core is
essentially under a compressively strained condition during the
dynamic storage process of energy (Figure 4a–f). Besides the
time-resolved maps, it can also be seen from the extracted line
profiles that the exx values may go down to −30% at the center
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 31, 2008609
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of the defect core, while the nearby tensile strain is only in the
range of ≈3–5% (Figure 4g). This situation remains even when
the charged and uncharged FD domain walls were created by
the electron-beam irradiation. This indicates that the strain
conditions of the defect core (Figures S6 and S7, Supporting
Information), governed by distribution and dynamic motion of
the point defects, play a decisive role in mediating storage and
propagation of the electrostatic energy.
Through quantitative measurements and analyses on the
atomic-resolution images, we found that the tilting behavior of
oxygen octahedra near the defect core is also affected by polarity
evolution of the defect core (Figures S8 and S9, Supporting
Information). Associated with minimizing the local energy per
unit area, the real-time structural changes of nearby regions
suggest that the net polarization of the defect core needs to be
compensated dynamically. This implies that the actual size of
the defect core is approximately one to three times larger than
that delineated in Figure 3. Following the AFD-to-FD transition, further electron-beam irradiation on PbZrO3 instantly
transforms the FE/FD phase into the ordinary FE phase.[14]
Together with distribution of the point defects, the shift
behavior of oxygen columns relative to centers of the nearestneighboring Zr columns was mapped and overlaid on the experimental images (Figure 5a,b). In the initial ordinary FE state
at t = 80 s, we see many FE monoclinic (FEM) nanodomains,
which are characteristic of near [010]O polarization orientation.
After about 1-min irradiation at t = 135 s, domains with
charged configurations are frequently seen at the nanometer
© 2021 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. a–f) Maps of exx lattice strain (along [100]O direction) obtained from GPA analysis on TEM images shown in Figure 3a–g. The colorful dashed
lines denote the phase boundary (white), defect core (white), transversal (black), tail-to-tail (yellow), and head-to-head (blue) charged domain walls
between the FD domains, respectively. g) Strain line profiles extracted from the bar-shape regions denoted in the exx maps shown in (a–f).

scale. As linking to the vacancy distribution, we see that the
point defects mainly influence the polarization orientation in
the FEM phase, which is almost ignorable in the FER phase.
Associated with dynamic transformation between these two
phases, the unit-cell-scale FER islands are found to embed in
the FEM matrix and grow in size with increase of the irradiation

time. This is consistent with proportion change of the FEM
phase (φ ≈ π/2)[43] and FER phase (φ = 0) as a function of irradiation time (Figure 5c–f).
Previous studies have reported that the spontaneous polarization is PS ≈ 32 and 55 µC cm−2 for the FEM and FER phase,
respectively.[14,44] This indicates that the FEM-to-FER transition

Figure 5. a,b) Atomic-resolution TEM images of ordinary FE phases recorded at t = 80 and 135 s along the [001]O direction. The oxygen displacement
maps (color arrows) against centers of the nearest-neighboring Zr columns and representative PS orientation of nanodomains (yellow thick arrows,
projected on the [001]O plane) are overlaid on the images. The white dashed polygons denote the FER islands against the FEM matrix. The white dashed
circles and green dashed squares denote oxygen and Pb columns with certain concentration of point vacancy. c–f) Statistical angle analysis of oxygen
displacements as a function of electron-beam irradiation time. The angles for the FEM phase and FER phase are at φ ≈ π/2 and φ = 0, respectively.
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allows further storage of the electrostatic energy by further irradiation of the electron beam, which is accompanied with FEM
domain reorientation and growth of the FER domains (Figure S10,
Supporting Information). Presence of the high-energy and
metastable charged domain walls[45,46] can be understood as a
way of temporally storing the injected energy, which may propagate to nearby regions subsequently and the collected charges
can be evaluated by Q (t ) =

∫

t
0

i(t ) dt , with i being the stored

electric current at a given time t.[47,48] At this stage, the unit-cellwise FEM-to-FER transition takes place as well (see Figure S11,
Supporting Information). Nevertheless, regular domain structure change was not observed due to flexible PS rotation within
certain crystal plane of the FEM phase,[32] high similarity in lattice parameters,[43] and closeness in free energy between these
two phases.[49] Relating to the point vacancy distribution, our
GPA analysis shows that the initial defect core is dismembered
at the ordinary FE states (Figure S12, Supporting Information).
As for the driving force of the phase transitions, the following facts suggest that this is dominated by charging effect
combined with kinetic energy transfer of the electron beam. For
the charging effect, a direct evidence is the random shaking of
the specimen under electron-beam irradiation inside the microscope, which plays a key role in triggering the stepwise AFD-toFD transition (Figure S13, Supporting Information). Although
occurrence of the phase transition is accompanied with negative electrocaloric effect,[50] a nearly constant magnitude of the
Pb-atom antiparallel displacement, in the range of ≈18–20 pm,
and the shrinking tendency of unit-cell volume with time indicate that the contribution of heating effect is ignorable, which
leads to gradual decrease of Pb displacement with increasing
temperature.[51] With weakening of the charging effect, the
kinetic energy transfer through inelastic scattering of electrons
drives the subsequent phase transitions in the specimen. This
is manifested by the dramatic increase of polarization during
the FD-to-ordinary FE state transition.
Regarding the structural phases observed in PbZrO3, the
soft-mode theory of phase transition gives a clear classification and interpretation.[52] Usually, the AFD order arises from
a mode condensation at the Brillouin zone boundary and leads
to unit-cell doubling. As it couples with a polar mode with
null polarization, an AFE order emerges in the orthorhombic
phase. Instead, the FD order is triggered by condensation of a
zone-center soft mode. In this sense, the AFE and FE transitions are subgroups of AFD and FD transitions, respectively.
Nevertheless, the AFD order may also couple with a net polarization, for example, in the FER (R3c) phase with a–a–a–-type
octahedral rotations. For the FEM (Cm) phase with a0a0a0-type
rotations,[43] there is only zone-center mode condensation.
As for the effect of point defects, one can see that it breaks
local crystallographic symmetry and introduces local chemical pressure and local polarization, as reported in HfO2.[53,54]
Relative to the capacitor geometry, despite different driving
forces, the phase-transition mechanisms[4,5] are expected to
be similar given the pinning effect of structural defects and
interfaces to electric polarization.[18,19] In addition, the increase
of Pr induced by neutron irradiation dose in PbZrO3 suggests that the mechanism reported here may extend to bulk
ceramics.[12,55]
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 31, 2008609
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3. Conclusions
In summary, benefiting from slowing down the energy-storage
process using electron-beam irradiation, our in situ atomic-resolution TEM study reveals that the point defects play as seeds
to initiate the AFE/AFD-to-FE/FD transition. Starting from the
vacancy-induced defect core, featured by local compressive strain
and polar instability, the AFE/AFD state is stepwisely transformed
into the FE/FD state via generation of domain stripes with variable width at unit-cell scale. Specifically, we found formation of
charged domain walls at different FE states, which reflects the way
of temporally storing injected energy before spreading to nearby
regions. Given that proper defect concentration may improve the
breakdown electric field and thus Ue,[12,24] it is believed that our
findings offer insights to optimize performances, and open up a
pathway to configure atomic-scale structure–property relationship
in chemical defect-engineered energy storage dielectrics.

4. Experimental Section
Material Preparation: The PbZrO3 single crystals were grown by
flux method with the PbO–B2O3 mixture (soaking at 1300 K) used as
a solvent. Details about the cooling procedures and removal of the
residuals were presented elsewhere.[18] The lamella specimens were
prepared using an FEI Helios Nanolab 400s focused ion beam system.
After removal of the contamination and damaged layers using NanoMill
Model 1040 system, which was operated at 500 V, the lamella samples
were heated above TC and then cooled down to room temperature at a
rate of ≈9 K min−1. By repeating this procedure several times, the point
vacancy defects were introduced into the lamella specimens.
Imaging Experiments: The domain structure analysis and SAED
experiments were carried out on an FEI Tecnai F20 microscope. The
atomic-resolution TEM experiments were performed on an FEI Titan
80–300 microscope, which was equipped with a Cs corrector for the
objective lens and was operated at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV.
The available point resolution was better than 80 pm and a dose rate of
the electron beam was ≈3.8 × 106 e·nm−2·s−1. A 2k × 2k Gatan UltraScan
1000 CCD camera was used for the image acquisition and each frame
exposure time was 0.8 s. Structure modeling and multislice-based
image simulation were carried out using the CrystalKit-MacTempas
software package. The parameters used for simulating the images
were CS = −12 µm, A1 = 2.5 nm, A2 = 3 nm, and B2 = 3 nm. The lattice
parameters of the image area were measured and averaged by mapping
positions of the Zr columns.
Image Measurement and Quantification: In the authors’ experiments,
the quantitative measurement and analysis were carried out on
as-obtained high quality TEM images, in which the atomic column peak
intensities were fitted by 2D Gaussian function based on maximumlikelihood estimation.[35] Since the antiparallel Pb displacements were
compensated in the AFE/AFD and FE/FD phases,[14] the centrosymmetric
lattice origin was defined by symmetrizing Pb displacements along the
x/[100]O and y/[010]O direction.
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from the author.
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